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Building and programming tiny battery-free energy harvesting embedded computer systems is hard for the average maker
because of the lack of tools, hard to comprehend programming models, and frequent power failures. With the high ecologic
cost of equipping the next trillion embedded devices with batteries, it is critical to equip the makers, hobbyists, and novice
embedded systems programmers with easy-to-use tools supporting battery-free energy harvesting application development.
This way, makers can create untethered embedded systems that are not plugged into the wall, the desktop, or even a battery,
providing numerous new applications and allowing for a more sustainable vision of ubiquitous computing. In this paper, we
present BFree, a system that makes it possible for makers, hobbyists, and novice embedded programmers to develop battery-free
applications using Python programming language and widely available hobbyist maker platforms. BFree provides energy
harvesting hardware and a power failure resilient version of Python, with durable libraries that enable common coding practice
and off the shelf sensors. We develop demonstration applications, benchmark BFree against battery-powered approaches, and
evaluate our system in a user study. This work enables makers to engage with a future of ubiquitous computing that is useful,
long-term, and environmentally responsible.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing; Ubiquitous and mobile computing
systems and tools; • Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The maker and hobbyist movement has brought computing and programming to the masses [55, 69, 84]. Hobbyists
can now build functional embedded computing systems, such as temperature sensors, motion-controlled actuators,
interactive lighting systems, or simple robotic platforms, that used to be the purview of experts only. Building
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Fig. 1. BFree shield connected to an embedded hobbyist-grade embedded computer (Adafruit Metro M0 board [3]) enables
developing battery-free applications powered by ambient energy (A). Makers and technology hobbyists can for the first time
program a battery-free platform in Python (B), and can easily connect sensors to BFree for fast prototyping (C). BFree can
be deployed indefinitely, supporting application domains where untethered and long-term sensing is desired (D).

with Arduino [8], and more recent platforms such as CircuitPython [4], MBed [11], Micro:bit [23], or Microsoft
MakeCode [67], has empowered novice developers and makers to think beyond the traditional computing constraints
with a desktop or laptop and what can be accomplished with computing everywhere. All these platforms allow for
quick prototyping and programming of complex embedded systems, reducing the time to demo.

Concurrently, concerns about the sustainability of computing within wireless sensor networks [42, 77], and more
generally, the Internet of Things [87] have arisen. The proliferation of batteries and the difficulties of disposal, along
with the huge growth in the number of devices, has led to efforts to develop battery-free embedded devices that can
be powered by ambient energy (vibrations, radio frequency transmissions, light, etc.). These devices are likely the
future of the Internet of Things [33, 40, 78]. Simply, these devices have a lower environmental impact, are cheaper,
and can be deployed maintenance-free for much longer than their battery-powered counterparts. Battery-free
devices allow very unique applications recently demonstrated and deployed in consumer-grade products like
phones [91], in space [17], in implantables [59, 83], in machine learning [51], in handheld gaming consoles [19],
and even underwater [38]. Despite this emerging technology trend, the majority of hobbyist and maker projects
are still plugged into the wall or laptop, or battery-powered, meaning that the hobbyist programmer is unprepared
for (or not even aware of) a battery-free future [32, 74] and does not have the ability to create novel and exciting
untethered applications.

Currently, developing battery-free applications powered by ambient energy only is in the realm of experts, as a
combination of system-level difficulties that span hardware, software, and design make it difficult to work with
these devices. The main difficulty comes from the frequent power failures caused by energy scarcity; energy is
harvested from solar panels, radio frequency, kinetic, or other ambient sources, stored briefly in “small” capacitors
and then used to power computational, sensing, and communication tasks. Because of this interrupted operation (in
extreme cases, sometimes multiple power failures a second) [82, 92], the field of intermittent computing systems
has arisen to create systems, architecture, programming models, and tools for masking or handling these power
failures gracefully [32, 33, 57].

The de facto programming language for programming battery-free systems is the C programming language.
Developers must program in C and use specialized software (i.e., runtimes) and hardware (i.e., non-volatile memory)
to allow a regular program to run correctly and consistently on intermittent power. In general, these runtimes allow
programs to automatically (or manually) checkpoint1 state before a power failure and then restore that state to allow
for continuation of the program [16, 58, 60, 82, 102]. However, using these runtimes requires in-depth knowledge

1By checkpoint we denote the act of saving volatile state to non-volatile memory to allow for later restoration and therefore the continuation
from that point onward.
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import time, board, sense

N = 10

while True:

temp_avg = 0

for i in range(N):

temp_avg = temp_avg + sense.temp

time.sleep(0.1)

temp_avg = temp_avg / N

store(temp_avg)
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Fig. 2. An illustrative power supply trace of a battery-free device executing a simple Python program. The program never
reaches line 9, where it stores the result. With energy harvesting devices, power failures can occur at any time between any
two lines of code.

of tools like LLVM, GCC, Make, and custom APIs—again, things that are standard for experts but arcane for the
novice.

If we are to enable hobbyists to program these devices and participate in the future of sustainable computing, we
must streamline this process. We foresee that Python is the strongest programming language candidate to enable
this. It is one of the fastest-growing and most popular languages currently ranked as the number one language in
2020 based on IEEE Spectrum multi-metric multi-source study [14]. It is the most searched language on online
language tutorials [13] and one of the top three languages measured through StackOverflow and GitHub data mining
and developer surveys [72]. Python is an interpreted language popular with beginners, hobbyists, and advanced
users for myriad applications from machine learning to embedded programming [95]. Its simplicity and ubiquity
have already made it an ideal language for electronic hobbyists and makers with the advent of MicroPython and
AdaFruit’s CircuitPython [4].

However, using Python to develop battery-free applications is not trivial—an illustration of a battery-free device
executing a simple Python code is shown in Figure 2. Power failures cause the program to restart from the top of
the program, keeping the entire program from finishing, wasting time, resources, and essentially making the device
useless. These power failures also change the peripherals state (such as a connected sensor or radio) and cause
delays (as the time it takes the battery-free device to restart) to be too long and too energy-intensive for the device
to function on harvested energy only.

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end system, BFree, shown in Figure 1 that seeks to fill the systems gap
preventing hobbyists and makers from participating in the battery-free energy-harvesting future of ubiquitous
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computing. We tackle the technical hurdles of implementing a power failure resilient Python interpreter on low
power and ultra-constrained embedded systems. In particular, we are concerned with making the tools for resilient,
useful, in-the-wild computation to be build-able (make-able) by the average person. We try to integrate as closely
as possible in the existing workflows of Python developers and hobbyist maker communities; for this reason,
we adapt the most popular Python runtime for embedded systems—MicroPython [25] (or specifically its fork,
CircuitPython [4], targeting ease of learning and use for hobbyist microcontroller users). Because CircuitPython is
actively developed by Adafruit (one of the major providers of hardware to makers and hobbyists [98]), we start
from the base CircuitPython runtime and implement numerous additions that enable CircuitPython to function
effectively without a battery or tethered to a power outlet. These additions are invisible to the programmer; they
do not change the existing CircuitPython workflow taught by Adafruit2. In our system, makers and hobbyists
can develop untethered, battery-free computers that can do interesting tasks like read a humidity sensor, transmit
information through LoRa radios, take a thermal image snapshot, or recognize human movements.

Contributions: We make various innovations across hardware and software to make this happen, rewriting and
extending the CircuitPython interpreter (written in C) to checkpoint and restore state automatically such that Python
programs can run despite frequent power failures on a very constrained computing device (an ARM Cortex-M0 [10]).
Reworking the initialization of CircuitPython to enable fast reboots, supporting general peripherals like SPI and
I2C for interesting applications using sensors, and rewriting system libraries to support restarting. We build custom
hardware based on Adafruit’s CircuitPython device lineup that functions as a shield and allows for a plug-and-play
way to add energy harvesting and battery-free operation to the standard CircuitPython microcontroller board [3].
The shield and new runtime work together to ensure power failure resilient operation—enabling, for the first time,
battery-free computation for hobbyists, makers, and early-stage embedded programmers.

In summary, the specific contributions of this paper are:

a) Introducing power failure resilience to an embedded Python runtime for ARM microcontrollers;
b) The integration of re-initialization of active peripherals;
c) The design and development of a hardware module that enables off-the-shelf maker platforms to be used for

battery-free development and deployment;
d) Integrating both of these into an existing workflow supported by the hobbyist and makers community.

BFree is the first general-purpose platform for battery-free, energy harvesting devices, that runs Python. We
release all code and hardware designs as open source to the makes and hobbyists community via [96].

2 DEVELOPING A BATTERY-FREE INTERNET OF THINGS
Increasingly, battery-powered computing’s negative impacts have become more apparent [35, 48, 103]. This is
worrying as the future of computing, following current trends, is one where likely trillions of computational
devices [50, 87] will exist invisibly and visibly around us. If the future is wearable, implantable, and battery-
powered, this future has trillions of dead batteries in it, with the associated ecological costs. For this reason,
ubiquitous computing must leave the batteries behind (or at least our traditional notion of what a battery is) and
harvest energy from the ambient to survive. These new devices must last for decades without maintenance and be
resilient to power failures and changing conditions. Unfortunately, building systems like this is a complex task, not
easily done by a hobbyist3, and not lending itself to the maker movement [69, 84]. If these devices are the future,
and everyone will be a programmer, then these devices must be made accessible to the novice, hobbyist, and maker
movement.

2The authors are not affiliated with, or funded by, Adafruit.
3By hobbyist we refer to people that have at least minimum experience in any of classical (popular) programming languages such as C, Java or
Python; not hobbyist in a sense of being exposed only to extremely simplified (almost kids-accessible) languages such as Scratch [68].
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Fig. 3. The vision of computing we hope to enable by allowing hobbyists to build and then deploy battery-free devices easily
and quickly for years: (i) reducing time in development (easy-to-use Python versus C/C++), (ii) reducing carbon footprint and
saving money (elimination of batteries) and (iii) making program execution understandable despite frequent power failures
(guaranteed forward progress despite interrupts).

2.1 Maker Platforms
The first steps towards this vision were enabled by platforms like Arduino [8], MicroPython [25], and Circuit-
Python [4]. CircuitPython is a Python interpreter written in C that can run on a microcontroller like an ARM
Cortex-M0 [10]. Python programs are written on the desktop computer, sent over USB to the microcontroller
(MCU), compiled into bytecode on the MCU, then executed. CircuitPython wraps common hardware functions like
digital I/O, analog, and serial protocols into libraries that are accessible to the programmer. Other libraries that
support things like cameras and radios can be created with Python. CircuitPython has a large community of users,
hundreds of libraries for sensors and radios, stable releases, and a large number of hardware devices to use. We
chose to build off CircuitPython because the Python programming language has seen a surge in popularity [14, 72],
especially with low skill or hobby programmers, and to maintain access to this motivated existing user base.
CircuitPython currently cannot support battery-free energy harvesting applications because of a multitude of
reasons centered around the frequent power failures caused by requiring the device to live off energy harvesting
only and not have a battery.

2.2 Challenges of Battery-free Programming
When a battery is removed from a microcontroller such as an Arduino Uno [9] or Adafruit Metro M0 [3], and the
device opportunistically uses energy harvested from the ambient (like solar radiation), power failures become the
norm. Once started, the device begins a race to get things done before a power failure. Once the power failure
occurs, all the device’s volatile state is lost (for example, memory content or register values). Then the process
begins again.
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Without some type of system-level handling of these power failures, programs could easily get stuck repeating
old tasks and never completing all the tasks required (see again Figure 2), never getting to the end of the program.
Recent work has explored instrumenting C programs with checkpoints [58, 82] or partitioning C programs into task
graphs [60, 102] to enable easier checkpoint and restore cycles so that forward progress can be maintained. These
techniques are useful, but only to the expert. In this work, we rethink the problems in battery-free, intermittent
computing in terms of an interpreted and easy to use language—Python—aiming at the vision depicted in Figure 3.
Unlike C/C++, which is compiled directly to machine code with each instruction executed by the CPU, interpreted
languages have a runtime system that interprets the bytecode of the language into machine code. Allowing the
runtime to handle high-level programming models and concepts, and even compile run code on the fly without
compilation. Our choice to focus on an interpreted language instead of already very well explored C, stems not only
from the fact that Python is probably the most popular programming language at the time of writing this article [13],
but also due to its code compactness, fast extensibility, easier comprehension, and its simple and forgiving syntax.
Quoting from a study published in 2000 [80]: “Designing and writing the program in Perl, Python, Rexx, or Tcl
takes no more than half as much time as writing it in C, C++, or Java-and the resulting program is only half as
long.” Naturally, both C and Python have features that are represented better in one of these languages [63], but the
fact that Python has not yet been used in the context of intermittent execution called for action.

Unique challenges come from trying to build and program battery-free and energy harvesting “things” that were
addressed for the C language, and must now be explored and overcome in any interpreted language, such as the
Python runtime in this work.

Power Failures: Energy needs usually outweigh the energy availability, meaning that even with consistent energy
harvesting, power failures are the norm as the supply becomes depleted. Programs can be interrupted mid-execution
at any code line, which damages program consistency and frustrates the programmer.

Long Reboot Time: Initializing a system, especially a sophisticated runtime, takes time and energy. Any upfront
energy cost for rebooting takes away from valuable user application time and, in some cases, can cause a power
failure before the completed reboot. This long reboot happens because the expectation is that these systems will
almost always have continuous power (via a battery or USB plug) and rarely, if ever, need to reboot, so the reboot
does not need to be optimized for speed.

Peripherals: Interfaces such as SPI and I2C have their own state stored in volatile registers. These interfaces
connect to external peripherals (like a temperature sensor or a radio), which also have a volatile state. Both the
interface and the peripheral will lose their configured settings when a power failure occurs. Developers have to
explicitly handle the loss of the state of both the interface and the peripheral.

This list of challenges is not exhaustive (please refer to a broad discussion of these challenges in [57]). Indeed the
area of intermittent computing for performance-driven embedded systems is an active research area. However, the
fundamental limits listed above must be overcome once again, rethought, and re-imagined to enable an interpreted
and easy to use language for hobbyist programmers.

2.3 State-of-the-Art in Programming for Batteryless Systems
With the multitude of challenges for batteryless development, two prevailing programming models have arisen,
task- and checkpoint-based, both focusing on the C language, which we compare and contrast here. Figure 4 shows
a visual comparison of these two programming models against Python, and each model’s pros and cons.

Like in any area, the best programming language to use depends on the context, user skill, and available tools.
Task-graph-based models like Mayfly [35], Alpaca [60], and InK [102], require a list of tasks that are strung
together in a task-graph. The graph specifies the order and branching/control of execution. Tasks themselves must
be atomic and idempotent (i.e., have no side effect, so they must bring up and tear down peripherals like a radio if
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while True:
for x in range(10):

accel.append(
           imu.sample())

transform(accel)
featurize(accel)
classify(accel)
send(stats(accel))

NV *accel,res,ndx=0;
int main() {
 for(;;) {
  while(ndx < N) {
    accel[ndx++] = 
      sample();
  }
 
  transform(&accel);
  featurize(&accel);
  classify(&accel);
  res=stats(&accel);
 
  send(res);
 }
 return 0;
}
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Fig. 4. Current and future programming models for batteryless systems. Two left-most dashed rectangles shown the state-
of-the-art, expert-focused programming models using either task graphs where each task is a focused C/C++ fragment, to
define a program (as in InK [102]), or automatically (with some caveats) checkpointing a C/C++ program (as in TICS [44]).
These models run bare-metal, as in the CPU directly executes the machine code. A right-most dashed rectangle shows a
novice-focused new model for batteryless systems programming, using Python. While Python requires an interpreter which
executes bytecode, and is therefore much much slower when executing on an MCU compared to other approaches, the
benefit of a familiar, forgiving (no C-pointers) programming model combined with automatic handling of power failures is
far more important.

used in the task). The runtime system that executes tasks commits the results after task completion to non-volatile
memory, preserving forward progress. Most task-graph-based languages allow annotations on the edges to define
time constraints and data handling. Together these task-based programming models are by far the fastest and most
energy-efficient methods for intermittent computing, but they require significant attention and expert rewriting to
implement correctly.

The other major programming model is to take regular C code and automatically instrument it with checkpoints
at compile time [44, 61, 97] or runtime [12]. The key research challenge here is to reduce the size of the checkpoint,
such that the execution time becomes feasible and usable. C/C++ is not known for being novice-friendly, with its
bare metal execution, use of pointers, and requirement (especially in the embedded context) for the programmer to
have in-depth familiarity with computer organization concepts like memory, addressing, and types, to be useful.

The third option, newly presented by this work, is to use Python, as shown in Figure 4, which compares all three
programming models. This option is radically different as it suggests an entirely new way to write software for
batteryless systems, using a programming paradigm (interpreted)—never used on batteryless devices before. Python
does not require the programmer to port existing code to a niche programming model like InK (which is task-based)
and does not require developers to know C/C++ and have intimate knowledge of computer organization—a non-
starter for many programmers with non-traditional introductions to computing. Python is also directly in line with
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exciting, novice focused maker platforms that already have large communities and hardware. Notably, an interpreted
language like Python will be slower, as an intermediate step exists between the Python code and the machine code,
and is likely the primary reason up untill now Python was not used on batteryless, intermittently-powered devices.
However, we posit that the flexibility and ease of using the language are worth that performance hit in many
contexts. Finally, Python (and, more specifically, the interpreter) provides a ready mechanism for seamless—and
invisibly to the programmer—checkpointing for power failure resilience.

2.4 State-of-the-Art in Building for Batteryless Systems
Researchers in intermittent computing have turned to novel hardware to make programming and building batteryless
devices easier. C-based task graphs and checkpointed programming models are used on a multitude of hardware
that all have one common characteristic, TI MSP430 FR series microcontrollers [94], which have built in FRAM, a
byte addressable, non-volatile memory, that makes checkpointing state quick and cheap. Platforms like WISP [86],
Flicker [31], Capybara [17] or Botoks [18] all use MSP430s. The key problem with these platforms is they are
research platforms built for other researchers, not for novice developers or makers trying to build fun applications
and learn things. Using a platform like WISP, an active RFID device, requires access to expensive RFID readers and
custom programming modules. Flicker, Capybara, and Botoks all were built to explore specific hardware/circuit
concepts in intermittent computing, including federating energy storage to reduce power failures (Flicker, Capybara),
enabling rapid prototyping (Flicker), and using RC circuits for robust timekeeping across power failures (Botoks).
Flicker is most closely related, claiming to enable novices to rapidly prototype. However, Flicker is a hardware
platform only and does not enable a new programming model for batteryless systems, but supports existing ones.
This is at once the best part, and great flaw of Flicker, as the programming models supported are all C-based,
and as we discussed in Section 2.3, these expert level programming models are not sufficient for many novice
programmers. This can be seen as Flicker was not readily adopted by the novice community, even now.

Finally, and most importantly, all of these platforms are highly constrained, comprising less than 256 KB of code
memory, and 4 KB of SRAM for scratch space. Modern ARM Cortex M microcontrollers, such as [10], have up to
32 times the scratch space, and four times more memory, with processors ten times faster or more. The resource
constraints of the TI MSP430 microcontroller preclude running a sophisticated interpreter with large memory
footprint like Python (or JavaScript). Moreover, these platforms are bespoke, research prototypes, which are not
part of any existing large community or ecosystem. To be truly effective and broadly adopted, a future platform
targeting makers and novices must integrate closely with common hardware, like Adafruit’s Metro M0 [3] boards.

3 BFREE SYSTEM DESIGN
We have developed BFree (shown in Figure 5) for novice developers, makers, or prototypers who want to program
battery-free and energy harvesting Internet of Things applications easily with Python. To enable this vision, BFree’s
goals are:

(1) build a power failure resilient version of the Python runtime that can execute arbitrary Python programs;
(2) design hobbyist-usable hardware that can harvest ambient energy;
(3) enable a rich set of built-in functionality with sensors and libraries, and
(4) integrate (1–3) into a complete platform focused on entire stack (software and hardware) usability that can be

used with common hobbyist platforms.

A key idea to enable the above goal number (4) is to build on and modify CircuitPython, and leverage the
hardware ecosystem surrounding it. With an active user base and support by the maker-oriented company [3], this
integration, though more difficult than developing a custom solution as in previous work [17, 31, 102], will finally
enable the adoption of battery-free computing with BFree. Instead of designing everything from scratch, we seek to
build on the existing maker and hobbyist electronics communities’ momentum and enable them to go batteryless.
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Fig. 5. BFree system overview. Programmers develop Python applications on their PC and upload them to the Adafruit Metro
M0 board so that their application is interpreted by a power failure-resilient Python interpreter. The necessary power-failure
management is performed via communicating with the BFree hardware that harvests energy, handles checkpoints, keeps
track of peripherals, and ensures fast reboot.

3.1 Executing Python Code
As shown in Figure 5, BFree is split across the BFree runtime and BFree hardware shield, which sits on top of
the Adafruit Metro M0 board (see again Figure 1). Python programs can be executed on the Adafruit Metro M0, a
simple Arduino-style breakout board that has power circuitry, USB, LEDs, and pins broken out for easy prototyping,
build around an ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller [10]. Novice developers write Python code on their laptop, send
it to the Metro M0 over USB, where it is then compiled and executed.

3.2 Energy Harvesting
The Metro M0 board is not equipped with energy harvesting circuitry for battery-free operation, nor does it have
any fast and durable non-volatile memory (it only has FLASH—slow, energy-intensive, and not very durable).
BFree hardware provides access to the energy available in the ambient; solar, RF, kinetic, or any other type (solar
being a default one). The BFree hardware sits on top of the Adafruit Metro M0 board while still exposing pins for
prototyping. Energy is harvested, stored in a capacitor, then made available to the Metro M0 board to execute the
Python program embedded in the core. When the Metro M0 and BFree shield is disconnected from power (battery,
USB, or wall socket) the energy harvesting circuitry takes over, enabling battery-free and untethered operation.

3.3 Checkpoints and Progress
The BFree shield and our Python runtime are co-designed to enable resilience to power failures. Before a power
failure, the progress of the Python program is checkpointed. The checkpoint operation takes all the volatile memory
and data stored on the Adafruit Metro M0 that is required to resume execution and saves it to the fast non-volatile
storage (FRAM) on the BFree shield. When enough energy is stored in the BFree shield for the whole device to
turn on, the Metro M0 turns on, downloads and restores the checkpoint of past progress from the BFree shield, and
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then resumes executing the Python program from where it left off. Doing so keeps the program from wasting cycles
re-executing old code, keeps memory and progress consistent, and makes it easier for the novice programmer since
they do not have to figure out what to do in the face of power failures. These checkpoints are carefully managed
between the BFree shield and Metro M0 so that the Python code can be safely and consistently executed despite
power failures.

3.4 Libraries and Sensing
As shown in Figure 5, programmers can attach sensors via a breadboard and then import built-in or third-party
libraries to use with their Python program. Some built-in libraries provide access to hardware functions on the
Metro M0 and are heavily used by MicroPython/CircuitPython programmers, for example, the time, digitalio,
and busio libraries. These enable time delays and measurements, usage of the digital pins, and interaction with
I2C and similar communication protocols (which enable use of external ‘breadboarded’ sensors), respectively. The
BFree runtime provides modified versions of these libraries, building in features to enable intermittent computation,
reducing surprises for the novice programmer who wants to move to battery-free operation. For example, the I2C
and digital pin state are saved in a checkpoint so that on reboot the correct pin direction and output, as well as I2C
configuration is restored. These system design points together enable a broad range of built-in functionality and
external sensors and peripherals.

3.5 Deployment
Programmers bring this all together to deploy real-world applications with BFree. Once programmed through
the laptop or desktop, the Metro M0 equipped with the BFree shield is disconnected and deployed in the wild,
harvesting energy and performing computation and sensing despite power failures.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We now describe the implementation challenges and details stemming from the system requirements necessary to
port a significant (CircuitPython) codebase to intermittent operation. Our core implementation requirement is to
enable power failure resilient operation for interpreted Python programs over bare metal programming environments
such as C/C++. To achieve this (i) the progress of computation and memory consistency against power failures
should be ensured; (ii) the system reboot procedure should be optimized so that the system recovers from power
failures faster; (iii) peripheral state should be restored so that peripheral interaction continues from a consistent
state; and (iv) system level libraries time, digitalio, and busio must be adapted for persistent and reliable
operation. The BFree additions to the CircuitPython interpreter include over 5500 lines of low-level code, written
in C and assembly, split across the ARM Cortex-M MCU on the Metro, and the MSP430FR MCU on the BFree
shield. This represents a substantial addition to the core codebase of CircuitPython to enable intermittent operation
and checkpointing.

4.1 Hardware
We designed and built the BFree shield capable of energy harvesting, power-failure detection, managing checkpoints
in non-volatile memory, and keeping track of time. This shield sits on top of the Adafruit Metro M0 board—shown
in Figure 6. The details of the hardware design are as follows.

Energy Harvesting Circuitry: The energy harvesting circuitry on the BFree shield is the source of energy for all
the components on both the BFree shield as well as the Adafruit Metro M0 board during battery-free operation. The
BFree shield can be equipped with any energy harvesting source, e.g., a solar panel through a connector to harvest
ambient energy. The energy harvesting circuitry accumulates the harvested energy from this energy harvesting
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Fig. 6. BFree hardware with annotated components and functions. The non-volatile memory controller captures and logs
checkpoint data. Power-failure circuitry allows for a configurable power-failure signal when the energy in the storage
capacitor is running low. Harvesting circuitry accumulates the harvested energy from the harvester connector into the
buffer capacitor and provides hysteresis control. The memory-clear button provides the user with an easy way to restart the
application (i.e., delete the checkpoints). Headers connect the shield to the Adafruit Metro M-1 board.

source into a capacitor, which is user-selectable4. A hysteresis control (via MIC841 voltage comparator [66]) is
implemented to enable operation when the stored energy in this capacitor is above a predefined threshold.

Power Failure Prediction: The BFree shield is equipped with a user-configurable voltage comparator—using a
potentiometer and a nanopower comparator (TI TLV3691 [93])—that is used to signal the BFree runtime that
the storage capacitor voltage, and therefore the remaining energy, is running low. This threshold voltage is made
configurable because the ideal setting highly depends on the capacitor’s discharge speed. In turn, this is a relation
between the current draw of the system, the incoming energy from the harvester, and the size of the capacitor. As
BFree aims to support many different applications with wildly different requirements, this needs to be configurable
to fit the applications’ needs. This power failure prediction signal can optionally be used by the BFree runtime to
change the checkpoint scheduling, reducing the checkpointing overhead when the system’s remaining energy is not
critically low.

Checkpoint Storage: The BFree shield is composed of non-volatile memory (FRAM) hosted by a Texas In-
struments MSP430FR5994 microcontroller [94] that has 256 KB FRAM and 4 KB SRAM. The software on
this microcontroller implements a map-based file system to store the checkpoints and takes care of the required
double-buffering to keep checkpoints from becoming corrupted. The microcontroller on the Adafruit Metro M0
board triggers a checkpoint operation by sending commands to the BFree shield over an SPI bus. The MSP-based
FRAM MCU was chosen to alleviate the BFree runtime from the checkpoint management burden. However, it

4We will report the exact values of both capacitor and the type of energy harvester while discussing results assessing the impact of energy trace
on BFree program execution in Section 6.3.
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Fig. 7. Checkpoints ensure the progress of computation and memory consistency. The BFree Python interpreter sends the
checkpoint data (volatile memory contents and register values) over the SPI bus to the BFree shield so that this data is
stored in non-volatile memory. Upon recovery from a power failure, the stored checkpoint data is used to restore the state of
computation and the memory contents.

would be easy to equip the system with a memory-only module and modify the BFree runtime to perform the data
management (e.g., double-buffering), provided that the Adafruit Metro M0 board would have on-board FRAM.

4.2 Software
We modified the CircuitPython runtime interpreter so that the necessary operations to ensure the progress of
computation and memory consistency are taken.

Checkpoints capture the volatile state of the ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller on the Metro M0 board that
executes the Python interpreter. The volatile state of the ARM Cortex-M0 includes the contents of the volatile
main memory, where the global and local variables are stored, as well as the contents of the registers and the state
of any initialised interface such as I2C. Capturing this state before a power failure, then restoring this state on
reboot ensures the progress of computation. Computation continues from where it left just after the recovery from a
power failure. However, not all state has to be restored when the system restores a checkpoint. Some states such
as USB and the file system should be reinitialized from scratch. The CircuitPython codebase has been explored
and divided into two parts. One part that can be safely restored and one part that requires re-initialization when
the system attempts a reboot. We instrumented the Python interpreter with potential (i.e., not forced) checkpoint
locations. Most notably, we added them to the main interpretation loop. The locations are potential because whether
a checkpoint is performed at these locations is decided by the current checkpoint strategy (e.g., by the period-based
strategy). An alternative is to trigger checkpoints via power-failure prediction notification (which is possible with
BFree hardware).
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Checkpoint Content: The checkpoint contains all the necessary information for the system to continue where it
left off. As CircuitPython itself is written in C, this contains: (i) the registers, (ii) global variables, (iii) the stack,
and (iv) any dynamically allocated memory. The C programming language allows for custom memory schemes as
all the memory can be accessed freely through pointer manipulation. A custom memory allocator is, therefore, not
uncommon within embedded software development. This is also the case in CircuitPython by means of a garbage
collector. The garbage collection sub-system occupies all the remaining memory in the system after the global
variables and the stack are reserved, the size of which is determined within the linker script during compilation.
The garbage collector is also responsible for all the dynamically allocated memory in the system, and all the Python
interpreter specific stacks—as CircuitPython is a stack-based interpreter. Our checkpointing implementation allows
for the dynamic specification of memory regions that are required to be checkpointed.

Excising C frameworks that support intermittent execution, such as [102], expect that the whole system needs to
be restored. In real-world applications, such as CircuitPython, this does not hold. There are parts of the system that
need to be reinitialized every reboot. In CircuitPython, this mainly consists of the USB and flash file system-related
data and variables. Excluding this data from the checkpoint is not only to reduce the checkpoint size—and therefore
the checkpoint time—but also having these values at anything other than zero can (and will) cause bugs during the
initialization of these subsystems. We inspected the CircuitPython code base and selected all global variables that
require to be checkpointed. These are put into a special configuration file, and the compiler will place these special
memory regions that are excluded from the checkpoint.

Checkpoint Operation: The left-hand side of Figure 7 depicts the steps taken during the checkpoint save and
restore operations. The checkpoint data is sent over the SPI bus from the ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller on
the Metro M0 board to the MSP430FR5994 microcontroller on the BFree shield. The checkpoint includes the
start and end addresses of the volatile memory region on the ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller and the contents
of this memory space. This step is repeated for the different memory sections in CircuitPython. Moreover, the
contents of the general-purpose and special registers should also be saved within the checkpoint context. Special
attention is given to the registers, as these need to be checkpointed last, and their content must not be altered during
the checkpoint procedure. Otherwise the state of the program will be corrupted when a restore is performed. To
guarantee this, the register checkpointing is written primarily in assembly language.

All this information is sent over SPI and stored in non-volatile FRAM of the MSP430FR5994 on the BFree
shield. It is worth mentioning that the checkpointed data is stored in a double-buffered memory region in FRAM to
ensure memory consistency: the checkpoint is stored in a temporary memory region where the original memory
region holds the data of the previous checkpoint taken successfully. After the checkpoint data is entirely saved in
the temporary buffer, an atomic variable is modified to swap the temporary and original buffers, thereby committing
the checkpoint. If the preexisting checkpoint would be directly overwritten, a power failure during a checkpoint
would lead to a corrupted state and would therefore require a complete restart of the application.

Restore Operation: Figure 7 also depicts the restore operation. After sufficient energy is harvested and the system
reboots to start operating again, the latest successful checkpoint needs to be restored so that the computation
continues from where it left. For checkpoint recovery, the Metro M0 board communicates with the MSP430FR5994
on the BFree board over SPI. It reads the contents of the checkpointed memory regions and the values of the
registers and peripherals. The recovery is completed by jumping to the next instruction to be executed. The
successful restoration of the volatile state captured in the checkpoint ensures the progress of computation and
memory consistency. To enable a manual hard reset—restarting the application from the beginning—an additional
reset button is provided on the BFree board. Pressing this button while powering up the system will delete the
existing checkpoint. Additionally, this can be achieved by uploading a new Python script to the Metro M0 or by
restarting the current Python script using the standard Python Read-Evaluate-Print-Loop (REPL) language shell
made available over the serial interface.
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Reducing System Restart Burden: Unmodified CircuitPython takes an entire second to boot, which wastes a
significant amount of energy. The Metro M0 board has a bootloader to easily update the CircuitPython binary.
This increases the bootup time because some time is reserved for the user to notify the system to mount it for a
CircuitPython update. Additionally, approximately 700 ms is introduced to let the user enter a so-called safe mode,
shown in Figure 16. We remove this delay and optimize other delays during the reboot in our modification of the
runtime (in-depth discussion of this matter is provided in Section 6.5). We do not alter the bootloader code, as we
want hobbyists to be able to freely change their CircuitPython image to our intermittent version (BFree) and back
without the need for an external programmer.

Peripherals and Libraries: For the proper operation of battery-free hardware platforms, the states of peripherals,
including digital pins, I2C, and time, should be restored after a power failure. As an example, during a particular
I2C communication between the microcontroller and a sensor (i) first the dedicated I/O ports of the microcontroller
are configured for I2C operation, (ii) then the sensor is configured for the desired operation, (iii) and finally the
command for the desired operation is sent, e.g., sampling or actuation. Upon power failure, if the command is
sent without re-configuring the I/O ports of the microcontroller and/or sensor, the sensor sampling will not work
correctly.

In order to require minimal changes to existing CircuitPython applications that make peripherals and external
sensors, a balance was struck between automated restoration and programmer aided restoration. The states of the
peripherals are automatically restored during the restore operation. However, the initialization of different sensors
can wildly differ on a case by case basis. Therefore any re-initialization required by the sensor must be performed
by the programmer. In traditional CircuitPython libraries, the split between peripheral and sensor initialization is
already present, therefore it is often only needed to relocate the sensor initialization library calls to just before the
reading. The effects and impact of this trade-off will be further showcased in Section 5.

Checkpoint Strategies: We designed three checkpoint scheduling strategies that use the information provided
by the power-failure prediction signal from the BFree shield (see the description of power failure prediction
in Section 4.1). These strategies, named (i) periodic, (ii) trigger, and (iii) hybrid, have different overhead since they
generate a different number of checkpoints during program execution. The periodic strategy generates a checkpoint
of the system every p milliseconds, without considering the power-failure signal. Alternatively, the trigger strategy
generates a checkpoint every p milliseconds only when the power-failure signal is active. The hybrid strategy is a
combination of the other two strategies: it generates a checkpoint either every p milliseconds when the energy level
is high (i.e., the power-failure signal is not active) or every q milliseconds when the power-failure signal is active
(i.e., low energy operation).

Among the checkpoint strategies, the trigger strategy eliminates all checkpoints when the energy level is not
low, a desirable property. However, when the power-failure signal active, this strategy requires enough energy (i.e.,
active-time) to perform a checkpoint—which might not be guaranteed due to varying energy harvesting conditions
and different capacitor sizes. Therefore, if the storage capacitor discharges faster than checkpoint generation,
periodic checkpoints are ideal. Under varying energy harvesting conditions (e.g., solar energy harvesting frequently
distracted by clouds), the hybrid strategy can perform the best. In our system, the programmer can switch between
these checkpoint strategies as well as change their parameters (i.e., p) at runtime using a builtin Python library.
This enables dynamic and configurable checkpointing with respect to the characteristics of the energy harvesting
environment during the application’s execution.

5 BFREE DEPLOYMENT AND USE CASES
The key question for BFree is how useful it is for building battery-free applications. In this section, we engage in
proof by demonstration, showing a range of battery-free applications that BFree enables for novice programmers.
We build useful, sustainable, and battery-free applications around BFree with unmodified CircuitPython. Figure 8
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Fig. 8. Assembled hardware to demonstrate two hobbyist-grade applications written in unmodified CircuitPython running
on intermittent energy with BFree: (A) LoRa sensor mote, and (B) electronic paper temperature display.

shows hardware prototypes of two example applications, (i) LoRa5 sensor mote and (ii) electronic paper temperature
display. For each application, we design an experimental plan to explore how battery-free operation affects design
and deployment. We proceed with discussing each prototype in detail.

5.1 BFree LoRa Sensor Mote
The classic use case for embedded systems is to measure environmental factors long term, with seminal examples
deploying ‘motes’ like the TelosB [77] for applications including volcano monitoring [100], habitat, and wildlife
monitoring [62], wildfire detection [28], and precision agriculture [46], among many others. BFree enables these
types of environmental monitoring applications programmed in Python, without relying on batteries. All of these
applications have similar functions typical of an edge computing system; they opportunistically measure some
aspect of the environment, process and summarize the collected data, and (when a specific condition is met) share
this information wirelessly. We prototyped an environmental monitoring system hardware on a breadboard (as
is typical of a hobbyist) and programmed using Python software. The sensor senses temperature and humidity,
averages multiple readings, and then sends that data wirelessly to a base station. We used an unmodified Adafruit
SI7021 [1] breakout board, which continuously measures temperature and humidity and sends the measured data to
the Adafruit Metro M0 board for further processing through the I2C bus. When a predefined number of samples are
collected, BFree averages them and broadcast this value using an Adafruit RFM95W [5] LoRa radio transceiver
breakout board connected to the Adafruit Metro M0 board via the SPI port. To receive and verify the messages
broadcast by BFree, a dedicated LoRa messages collector operating on constant power that continuously listens for
LoRa packets has also been built using a second Metro M0 board running vanilla CircuitPython.

For both the SI7021 sensor and the RFM95W LoRa module, we used the unaltered Python libraries provided
by Adafruit. The application Python code we altered only by moving the LoRa initialization to the transmission
code, and disabling checkpoints before the LoRa initialization and transmission and enabling them after, which is
provided in an API for BFree programmers. Doing so is required as the LoRa module has an internal state that
needs to be configured at boot, which will be lost after every power failure. The SI7021 has no internal state and
is therefore automatically handled by the BFree runtime. So only two additional single-line statements from the
programmer are required to fully unplug the USB cable, leave the battery behind, and survive off energy harvesting
only. With BFree, programming in Python, and using hobbyist electronics, this relatively complex application is
easily transformed into a battery-free system resilient to power failures.

5LoRa is a low power, wide area, low data rate network protocol. It is increasingly common in distributed sensor networks because of unlicensed
operation and very long communication ranges. More details on LoRa can be found in many academic surveys, e.g., [79].
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Table 1. Duty cycle to on/off relation.

Duty cycle (%) On time (s) Off time (s)

100 ∞ 0 (i.e., continuous power)
83.3 5 1
66.6 4 2

50 3 3
33.3 2 4

Experimental Setup: To demonstrate that BFree works as expected, we run a series of benchmarking tests on
the LoRa application that exercises the checkpointing and restore functionality of a complex, peripheral enabled
application. We limited the number of LoRa packet broadcasts to 50, and the number of samples collected (both the
temperature and the humidity) before a broadcast to 100. These numbers were chosen such that the benchmark
on continuous power completes in approximately 250 seconds. The payload of each LoRa packet contains three
main fields coded in plain text: (i) broadcast packed ID, and (i) average temperature measurement, and (iii) average
humidity measurement (comma-separated two decimals per each of the two measurements). To make our evaluation
repeatable and remove any potential energy harvesting variability, we connect a controlled square wave (low state
of zero volts and high state of positive voltage) to the harvester input. This way, we can experiment with the on/off
time relation (i.e., duty cycle) of the system in a controlled way and more accurately synchronize the start of the
application with the start of an on period. Additionally, by varying only the duty cycle and not the time it takes to
perform one on/off cycle we can directly compare the results from run to run. The only limitation we encountered
using this controlled setup is the lack of power failure detection, as the square wave causes an immediate power
fault, limiting us to investigate only the periodic checkpointing strategy. We configured the system with a checkpoint
period of 200 ms, i.e., when the system is active every 200 ms a checkpoint is created. Additionally, we chose a
period of six seconds and ran the application using five different duty cycles shown in Table 1. Note that an on-time
of one second is too short to be feasible due to the limitations imposed by the setup, initialization time of the LoRa
module, and broadcast time of the LoRa module.

Summary of Results: We experiment with different levels of intermittency, i.e., different levels of energy avail-
ability. As the duty cycle, we selected (see again Table 1) decreases from 100% (i.e., continuous power) down to
33.3%, the total time to complete the benchmark increases. However the active time (i.e., the time the system is
on and executing code) remains somewhat constant, see Figure 9(a). The difference between the active times is
the accumulation of all the reboot procedures, checkpoint restores, and re-execution of code executed before a
power failure and after the last checkpoint. As shown in the same figure, this only accounts for a small amount of
the active time. The total number of samples, as can be seen in Figure 9(c), stays constant throughout all the runs
since our application performs 50 LoRa packet broadcasts and broadcasts data only after 100 samples are taken
and averaged. The number of restorations in Figure 9(b) is equal to the number of off time occurrences throughout
the run. The number of checkpoints in this configuration is approximately equal to the active time divided by the
checkpoint period.

5.2 BFree Electronic Paper Display
The second demonstration system we developed is a BFree electronic paper display that updates a display output
every n seconds with the average temperature since the last display refresh. These displays are becoming more
common for electronic shelf labels in automated supermarkets and grocery stores, as they can automatically update
values and pricing without human intervention. Of course, these systems suffer from the use of a battery. With
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of the LoRa sensor mote application. This application sends a total of 50 LoRa broadcast packets that
carry the average temperature and humidity of 100 samples collected. The intermittency is varied using different duty cycles
within 6 second period (see Table 1). The period checkpoint strategy with a checkpoint period of 200 ms is used. The results
indicate that (a) as the off time increases, the total time increases as it takes longer to complete the benchmark application.
The constant active time (the time the system is actually on) shows that the overhead caused by re-execution and restores
is minimal; (b) the number of checkpoints stays constant due to the periodic checkpoint strategy; (c) as the benchmark is
completed after 5000 samples are collected (50 times 100 samples), the total number of samples stays constant irrespective of
varying duty cycles.

BFree, a shelf label can be energy harvesting and auto-updating. For this demonstration, we breadboard a BFree
system that takes average temperature readings over time and displays it on e-paper at a set update rate. We use the
same temperature sensor as used in the LoRa application, i.e., Adafruit SI7021 (see Section 5.1). For the display,
we use an electronic paper (e-paper) display. E-paper displays are ideal for intermittent applications as they retain
their display state even if there is no power. A limitation with e-paper displays is the low maximum refresh rate
and (in some cases) the requirement to perform a time-consuming update cycle whenever a section of the display
requires changes. We set to show the average temperature every ten seconds, so the maximum update rate is not
an issue. On the other hand, to overcome the need to update the whole screen (which can take between two and
ten seconds depending on the model of the display), we chose a Wemos Electronics 2.13 inch 250×122 e-paper
display [99] that supports partial updates. Partial updates allow us to only write to a small section of the screen,
reducing the update time to around 0.7 seconds. As there are no e-paper libraries for CircuitPython that allow for
partial updates, we wrote a custom library in C as a demonstration that BFree also works for built-in libraries written
in C. Additionally, the e-paper application demonstrates a different kind of intermittent application. For LoRa, the
number of samples and broadcasts were fixed, so a certain active time is required to complete the benchmark. In
contrast, for the e-paper application, we added a real-time clock (RTC) and fixed the refresh-period of the e-paper
display. The RTC is an Adafruit PCF8523 module [2] and is used without modifying the provided Python library.
Note that the RTC module supports a coin cell battery by default (which was used in the experiment), but any
(super-)capacitor can also be used to keep BFree completely battery-free (for example 220 mF capacitor should
keep the RTC running for at least a month assuming a startup charge of 3.3 V, see [71, Page 34], simple circuitry
could additionally be used to charge the RTC capacitor from harvested energy).

Experimental Setup: We chose to refresh the e-paper screen every ten seconds. To complete the benchmark,
a total of 25 screen refreshes must be performed. These numbers were chosen to (i) not damage the e-paper
display by exceeding the refresh rate and (ii) limit the total benchmark time on continuous power to approximately
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Fig. 10. Evaluation of the e-paper application benchmark refreshing the screen a total of 25 times with the average temperature
collected during a ten second period between refreshes. The intermittency is varied using different duty cycles of a six second
period (see Table 1). The period checkpoint strategy is used with a checkpoint every 200 ms. The results indicate that (a) total
time stays constant and the active time decreases (in contrast to Figure 9(a)), this is because of the time-sensitive nature of
the application; (b) the number of checkpoints decrease when the duty cycle increases because it is directly tied to the active
time when the period checkpoint strategy is used. The restores are constant for the same reason; (c) because the benchmark
is completed after 250 seconds (25 times 10 seconds) the total number of samples decreases as the active time also decreases.

250 seconds. For the same reasons mentioned in Section 5.1, we use a square wave with different duty cycles
(see Table 1) to power the board and a checkpoint period of 200 ms to evaluate the applications.

Summary of Results: In contrast to the LoRa application presented earlier, the total time of the e-paper application
remains constant (see Figure 10(a)) as the duty cycle decreases from 100% down to 33.3%. This is due to the
fact that we fixed the amount of time the benchmark takes (using the RTC and a fixed number of screen updates)
instead of fixing the number of samples required to complete the benchmark. Consequently, the active time, the
total number of samples (Figure 10(c)) and the number of checkpoints (Figure 10(b)) decrease. Since the number
of times the system turns off during the benchmark is also constant—except for the case of continuous power—the
number of restores is constant.

6 EVALUATION
The main design goals of BFree are to (i) match the runtime performance of CircuitPython on continuous energy, (ii)
enable progress of computation during intermittent operation that relies only on harvested energy, (iii) introduce a
minimal burden on baseline CircuitPython in terms of resources. In order to see if we meet these goals, we evaluate
our BFree prototype implementation by comparing its performance and runtime overhead to unmodified baseline
CircuitPython/MicroPython and regular C. In particular, we perform the following experimental evaluation:

(1) Running benchmark programs in order to measure the performance versus baseline, and verify the correctness
of execution despite multiple power failures;

(2) Demonstrating the effects of using harvested energy and different checkpoint strategies;
(3) Measuring the cold boot (startup time) of the system;
(4) Profiling the resource requirements such as the main and non-volatile memory overhead;

Experimental Setup: For each experiment, we use an Adafruit Metro M0 with the BFree shield connected on top.
We control power delivery in one of two ways: (i) via a microcontroller that gates power using a MOSFET from a
Digilent power supply to the BFree device under test, allowing us to repeatably simulate intermittency rates, and
(ii) via a lamp from which the BFree shield harvests light energy. We use a Keysight DSOX3014A oscilloscope and
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Fig. 11. Comparison of execution time of three applications: (i) generator of Fibonacci sequence for the value of 40 (denoted
as Fibonacci), (ii) program that outputs length of a predefined string with a length of 40 characters (denoted as String
length), and (iii) a program that counts the bits of the number 0x7FFFFFFF (denoted as Bit count) written with (i) vanilla
C language, (ii) vanilla CircuitPython (denoted as CPy), and (iii) CircuitPython running under BFree runtime. Two cases
of checkpoining were used: (i) trigger, with checkpoint triggered by an on-board BFree comparator and (ii) periodic, with
checkpoint every 200 ms. Each application is run 10000 times and the result presented is the average of all the runs. Applications
implemented in CircuitPython with and without BFree shield take up to thousand a times more time to complete than
simple C implementations. On the other hand, BFree introduces small overhead over vanilla CircuitPython.

Saleae Logic Pro 8 Logic Analyzer to perform time and electrical power (P/I/V/E) measurements. When making
comparisons, we use baseline CircuitPython firmware (version 4.1.0) running on the same experimental setup (i.e.,
software and hardware).

6.1 Comparing Execution Time: C, CircuitPython, BFree
An interpreted programming language, such as CircuitPython, will, in most cases, be slower (in terms of code
execution duration) than a compiled language, such as C—a language of choice for professional development with
embedded microcontrollers. Python (thus also CircuitPython) will trade-off execution speed for code extensibility,
code clarity, and multi-purpose features. In this experiment, we measure the difference in execution time between
interpreted CircuitPython and bare-metal C compiled to machine code. Additionally, we compare the execution
time of BFree (as in our modified CircuitPython runtime coupled with the BFree shield) compared to vanilla (i.e.,
unmodified) CircuitPython.

Experiment: We measured CircuitPython’s execution speed for selected three simple programs, (i) a Fibonacci
sequence generator (for one specific value), (ii) a program that outputs the length of a predefined string, and (iii) a
program that counts bits of a predefined bit sequence. Each of these programs was implemented in simple Python,
and in C. All programs were written such that they did not rely on any internal or high-level functions (of either C
or Python). All three programs (for C and for Python), which source code is available in [96], were executed on
Adafruit Metro M0 board with and without BFree shield. The same programs were also run on two versions of
BFree: (i) trigger, when BFree on-board comparator triggered a checkpoint (refer to Section 4.1 (Power Failure
Prediction)) and (ii) periodic when checkpoint was triggered periodically every 200 ms, irrespective of supply
voltage level. We compare all programs with continuous power to not confound execution time with delays from
power failures and only compare the actual time computing.

Results: The result of the experiment is presented in Figure 11. Our results confirm our intuitive hypothesis that
compiled C programs are faster than interpreted CircuitPython. In terms of actual values, compiled C demonstrates
thousands of times faster execution than CircuitPython. On the other hand, we see that BFree gives only a small
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overhead compared to vanilla CircuitPython, which is already widely used by the maker community, proving that
the end user of BFree will not experience significant performance degradation compared to vanilla CircuitPython.
Our final observation is that event-driven checkpointing reduces the overhead of the intermittent runtime, which is
clearly seen comparing BFree (triggered) and BFree (periodic) for all three programs in Figure 11.

6.2 Benchmarking for Correctness and Power Failure Resilience
Next, we measured the execution time and correctness of the same benchmarks written in Python as the one used in
the previous experiment (see Section 6.1) running on BFree. Each benchmark was executed on intermittent power
of a varying duty cycle, the same way as done in Section 5.1, i.e., different duty cycles of a total period of six
seconds, where a duty cycle of 100% equals constant power (see Table 1). Also similar to Section 5.1, a periodic
checkpoint strategy was used with a period of 200 ms. The results of the evaluation are given in Figure 12.

The key takeaway from Figure 12 is that BFree allows these benchmark programs to complete and make progress
despite intermittent power failures. This would not be possible for this task using normal CircuitPython, as the
benchmark will never complete. The time it takes for the benchmark to complete, including the time the system
is off due to a power failure, is denoted as the total time. The active time is the time spent executing code, i.e.,
the total time minus all the off-times/time during power failures. Additionally, the active time (denoted as dark
blue in Figure 12) only slightly increases when the number of power failures increases, signifying that our boot
and restore overhead is small. Because we used a periodic checkpoint strategy, the number of checkpoints remain
constant, and the number of restores is equal to the number of power failures. If a trigger-based strategy were used,
the number of checkpoints would grow with the number of restorations. This is because the number of checkpoints
created during low energy operation is determined by the programmer through the potentiometer setscrew on the
BFree shield, the incoming energy and the consumed energy (Section 14).

We verified the outcome of each benchmark for correctness (for example, by comparing the values generated by
the Fibonacci function). Since the programs running intermittent power had multiple power failures before the final
result was computed, the intermediate results and checkpointing must work for the correct result. By getting the
correct result for each of the benchmarks, this demonstrates that the BFree method preserves program consistency
and correctness through power failures.

6.3 Execution in Varied Energy Harvesting Environments
To evaluate the power-management and harvesting subsystems of the BFree shield, we directly connected a solar
panel to the BFree shield and recorded a trace of the system. The Python code running during this trace is the
Fibonacci benchmark used in Section 6.2. We used a 6 V 0.6 W 80×55 mm off-the-shelf solar panel [70] and
recorded the system’s operation during an 80 second time window for two different light intensity levels. These
levels are 1000 lux and 3000 lux and correspond, approximately, to an overcast day and shade during a sunny day,
respectively. Note that no maximum power point tracking was performed as the solar panel was directly connected
to the BFree shield; a 15 mF storage capacitor was used.

The results are shown in Figure 13. As can be seen the active time (light blue) in Figure 13(a) is significantly
shorter than in Figure 13(b), because of this the low energy operation (dark blue) is extremely short. We also clearly
see the intermittent operation for both cases of light intensities.

6.4 Measuring the Effect of Checkpoint Strategies
Different energy scenarios require different checkpoint strategies (refer to Section 4.2). To observe the performance
of each of the introduced strategies, we recorded a single active period for each of these strategies (periodic,
trigger, and hybrid), each with two different configurations. The system configuration is identical to the one used
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(d) String length sequence checkpoints and restorations
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(f) Bitcount sequence checkpoints and restorations

Fig. 12. Evaluation of the Fibonacci, String length, and Bit count benchmarks written in Python (the same ones as used
in Figure 11), using the same input as mentioned in Section 6.1. The benchmarks are executed in a loop of 30000 iterations
for Fibonacci and bit count, and 10000 iterations for the string length application. The intermittency rate is varied using
different duty cycles of a six second period (Table 1) with the addition of the 16.7% duty cycle. The period checkpoint strategy
is used with a checkpoint every 200 ms. (figures (a, (c), and (e)). As with the LoRa demonstration app (Section 5.1), these
apps are computational and not time-based, therefore (again) the total time increases with the increase of the off-time. The
slight increase in active time is due to the re-execution of code that happens after the last successful checkpoint, and restore
operations (figures (b), (d), and (f)). Due to the period checkpoint strategy, the number of checkpoints remains the same. The
number of restores is equal to the number of reboots of the system, and therefore is also equal to the number of off periods.
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Fig. 13. Recording of the energy trace (the voltage on the capacitor) when running the Fibonacci benchmark. The light
intensity used was (a) 1000 lx, and (b) 3000 lx. Both traces used a 15 mF storage capacitor and the power failure signal (signaling
low energy operation) is configured at 3.25 V on the storage capacitor. The low energy operation is nearly imperceptible at
1000 lx as the voltage of the storage capacitor is falling too fast.

in generating Figure 13(b). The results are presented in Figure 14. The impact of the different strategies on the
Fibonacci benchmark can be seen in Figure 15, with the summary presented in the caption of the figure.

6.5 Startup Time
We measured the cold boot time of the baseline CircuitPython system to be 700 ms. By applying the techniques
described in Section 4.2, we reduced the boot time of BFree considerably. A full boot of the BFree until the point
the system is ready to restore a checkpoint is now approximately 270 ms. A detailed result of this comparison is
presented in Figure 16.

6.6 Resource Usage
We measure the overhead in memory and speed incurred from our checkpointing routines.

Checkpoint Content: BFree either periodically or on-demand checkpoints the volatile system state to the BFree
shield over SPI. The transfer speed and the checkpoint size are dominating factors when it comes to the overhead
introduced by BFree. The current SPI frequency is dictated by the TI MSP430FR5994 microcontroller [94] and is
set to 3 MHz. The checkpoint size is constant and dominated by the size of the garbage collector and is therefore
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Fig. 14. Recordings of the checkpoint strategies—period, trigger, and hybrid—each with two different configurations that can
all be configured at runtime by the user. The period based strategy, figure (a) and (b), does not take low energy into account
when scheduling a checkpoint. When using the trigger based checkpoint strategy, figure (c) and (d), checkpoints are only
performed when the energy level is low. Lastly the hybrid approach, figure (c) and (f), has two configuration periods: (i) one
during normal operation, and (ii) one during low energy operation.

always 27.6 kB. The distribution of the memory regions making up the checkpoint are shown in Table 2. Therefore,
the time spent performing a checkpoint is also constant and measured it to be approximately 75 ms. A restoration is
slightly slower, averaging around 80 ms. The SPI frequency can be increased to 4 MHz to improve the checkpoint
time to approximately 52 ms, but this can leave the system vulnerable to interference on the SPI bus. Therefore, all
the experiments were performed at the slower clock speed of 3 MHz.

Checkpoint Code Overhead: The memory footprint of BFree compared to CircuitPython is presented in Table 3.
Therein, it is seen that the FLASH footprint, representing the additional code, is almost the same for both
CircuitPython and BFree due to the scale of the CircuitPython project. The additional mechanisms to allow for
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Fig. 15. Evaluation of the Fibonacci benchmark from Section 6.2 running on intermittent power harvested using the same
hardware setup as in Section 6.3. The chosen light intensity was 3000 lx; a 15 mF storage capacitor was used. We tried to keep
the light intensity—and therefore the active time—constant, but in practice it varied from 2.1 to 2.6 seconds. The checkpoint
strategies where configured as in Figure 14 (b), (d), and (f), respectively. The results show that the total execution time, see
figure (a), not only depends on the chosen checkpoint strategy, but also the configuration parameters of the strategy. In
theory, the total time of the hybrid strategy can be lower than the period strategy. In this case, the number of checkpoints
taken, see figure (b), is lowest for the trigger strategy and highest for the hybrid strategy. The hybrid strategy can be
improved by either (i) lowering the checkpoint frequency of any of the the energy operation modes, or (ii) by tuning at what
voltage of the storage capacitor the low energy operation starts (see Section 4.1 (Power Failure Prediction)). The number
of restorations, see figure (b), directly translate to the number of off periods encountered during operation.
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Fig. 16. Measurement of the boot time of pure CircuitPython running on Adafruit Metro M0 board only (top graph), and
CircuitPython running on top of Adafruit Metro M0 board, connected to BFree shield running BFree runtime (bottom graph).
Current measurement was taken with a digital oscilloscope connected to a shunt resistor connected in series to Adafruit
Metro M0 power supply port (powered by 3.3 V from external source). Bottom figure clearly shows that we have optimized
BFree boot time considerably by eliminating the introduced delay to enter ‘safe mode’ and by disabling the on-board RGB
LED (used to show the current stage of operation on Metro M0 board), reducing current consumption and voltage fluctuation
during startup. BFree current consumption (shield and runtime) is is approximately 2.2 mA and is the difference in current
consumption between the top and the figure.
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Table 2. BFree checkpoint content and its respective size in Bytes.

Checkpoint Content Size (Bytes)

registers 68
.data 16
.bss 1320

stack 5280
garbage collector 20916

total 27600

Table 3. CircuitPython and BFree memory footprint. For ease of comparison the increase in FLASH and RAM use between
CircuitPython and BFree is directly noted. The remaining memory for the CircuitPython application is roughly 24000 bytes
when using BFree. To put these number into perspective, the RTC library used in Section 5.2 uses approximately 8000 bytes
of memory, almost seven times more than the additional memory required by BFree.

CircuitPython (Bytes) BFree (Bytes) Increase (%)

FLASH RAM FLASH RAM FLASH RAM
193488 6840 204336 8000 5.61 16.96

checkpoint creation and restoration introduced by BFree increase the RAM used by almost 17%, reducing the
memory left for CircuitPython applications by 7.3%. To put these number into perspective, the RTC library used
in Section 5.2 that was written by the CircuitPython community (in other words: not the authors of this paper),
requires almost seven times more memory than the additional memory required by BFree. Most of the increase in
memory consumption is caused by additional data structures introduced to keep track of the peripheral state during
execution and a 512 Byte ‘safe stack’ used to execute the checkpoint routines without changing any of the memory
in use by the Python interpreter.

6.7 Discussion of Results
We consider different aspects of the evaluation results.

Performance: As shown with the benchmarks’ performance, the additions made to the CircuitPython runtime
system do not significantly hamper the operation of programs while plugged in. When running on harvested and
intermittent power, the performance is mostly determined by the amount of energy that can be harvested and the
length of power failures. We note that without careful recovery mechanisms like those implemented in BFree,
CircuitPython programs will go into inconsistent states, corrupt memory, or crash when harvesting energy and
running intermittently.

Overhead: The current mechanism for checkpointing takes nearly the entire volatile memory and saves it. This
takes a significant amount of time to checkpoint versus bare-metal, C-based embedded runtime systems. However,
this level of overhead is often acceptable for reactive, human speed, sensing-based, and low numerical complexity
programs run by makers and hobbyists.

Hardware Limitations: We note that the CircuitPython Metro board is not necessarily designed for low power
operation or untethered operation, as the 10–15 mA operating range is quite high (see again Figure 16), and the
selection of circuitry for USB communication, power regulation, and others are designed for ease of manufacture
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and cost. Additionally, peripherals are connected in such a way that they use power even when off. A careful
redesign of the Metro M0 board would easily reduce total power consumption by an order of magnitude by using
lower power ARM microcontrollers, e.g., [7], selectively gating peripherals, and redesigning the power conditioning
circuitry. Despite this, we have shown that application development with BFree is still possible and performant.

Fair Comparisons: We do not compare against state-of-the-art intermittent runtime systems like InK [102],
Alpaca [60] or Chain [16], as these are written for professional programmers in C. Neither BFree nor Cir-
cuitPython/MicroPython can approach these runtimes’ low overhead or performance (as shown in Section 6.1
comparing Python to C), as they spend significant clock cycles interpreting Python bytecode, managing the
Python runtime, and facilitating operations that make the novice programmers life easier (such as handling USB
connections and file systems). However, these systems are not in competition as they present radically different
programming models, with the former serving expert developers. In contrast, we propose to serve novice and
hobbyist developers seeking entrance into the ubiquitous and untethered computing world.

Harvesting Tradeoffs: During our evaluation, we used a single storage capacitor, and we only measured the
trace using one solar panel (although with different light intensities). Changing these will affect energy harvesting
and, potentially, the operation of the application. If we consider an application with a certain energy requirement,
increasing the capacitor size will lead to a longer active time. This means that a different checkpoint strategy
might be optimal. If the harvester output energy is increased (e.g., by using a different solar panel), the active
time will also increase. However, increasing the capacitor size will also affect the off-time of the system, as the
capacitor also takes longer to charge. Because BFree is intended for hobbyists and can be applied in various ways,
in many different configurations, we did not exhaustively evaluate all the combinations. Instead, we attempted
to provide an overview of the possible combinations and the significant number of parameters that can be tuned
in BFree—both in the hardware and the software—to gracefully handle all these different harvesting scenarios
considered in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4.

7 USER STUDIES
To complement the evaluation results of BFree presented in Section 6, we conducted two user studies6, both
approved by the Human Research Ethics committee of Delft University of Technology, that ask the following
research questions:

• RQ1: Would programming considering intermittency support in (Circuit) Python be easier than with state of
the art intermittent programming runtimes (written for the C language)?

• RQ2: Is the system we built usable and useful with regard to making battery-free electronics (powered by
ambient sources) for low skill, inexperienced makers?

These research questions help us to understand how novice programmers would best be able to program systems
previously only used by experts.

7.1 BFree Language Comparative Study
To answer question RQ1, we conducted a study on a large group of computer science students of the Delft
University of Technology. We asked them to compare Python and C/C++ in the context of application development
for intermittent computing. The purpose of this study is by no means to evaluate the BFree programming language
(i.e., CircuitPython) or its sub-components, but to verify the hypothesis that (Circuit) Python programming language
(with intermittent execution support engine invisible to the programmer) is easier to use for a novice programmer,
compared to state of the art software solutions targeting expert programmers, such as [16, 44, 60, 102] based on the
C language.

6Details about the study, including questionnaire and the detailed answers given by participants of both studies are available in [96].
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Fig. 17. BFree language comparative study results (356 participants; average age of the participant of the study was 19 years,
with the youngest participant being 17 years old and the oldest—35 years old). Figure (a) presents study participants technical
capabilities self-assessment, while figure (b) presents answers to questionnaire provided after participants were exposed to a
simple task of finding a bug in a Python code transform to handle power intermittency. A large group of participants with
little programming experience and exposure to hobbyist embedded systems unanimously agreed that system that handles
program correctness despite power interrupts would help a programmer and save development time. Note: number on each
bar in both figures represent the number of responses to each question.

7.1.1 Participants. As noted earlier, our study was performed among a large pool of students of computer science
of Delft University of Technology (details on the student cohort are given in the caption of Figure 17). We aimed at
students of varying levels of experience with computer programming and with hobbyist-level microcontrollers.
Specifically, we have presented the questionnaire during a break of one lecture of the first-year undergraduate
“Object Oriented Programming” class, second-year undergraduate “Digital Systems” class, and graduate-level
“Analytics and Machine Learning for Software Engineering” class.

Participants have self-assessed their technical abilities and the knowledge of Adafurit Metro M0 and Circuit-
Python by answering a short questionnaire at the end of the study, which will be described in the subsequent section.
Results of the self-assessment are given in Figure 17(a), with the raw data accessible in [96].

Based on the outcome of the self-assessment, we conclude that majority of students never heard of CircuitPython
and have very little experience with using Arduino Uno [9] or Adafruit Metro M0 [3]. Moreover, we conclude (see
again Figure 17(a)) that the majority of students have little or no programming experience (especially in C/C++).
This level of experience is representative of inexperienced hobbyists beginning with active use of embedded
electronics platforms.
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7.1.2 Design and Execution of the Study. Firstly, we presented the study participants with a short overview of
the challenges of program execution on battery-free devices running intermittently, followed by the link to the
questionnaire. The questionnaire started with a short textual introduction to CircuitPython and small embedded
microcontrollers, followed by a short description of the intermittent computing problem. Neither during the
overview, nor in the introduction to the questionnaire, it was revealed that the authors are the designers of BFree
hardware and BFree Python, to avoid any bias in giving answers.

We then proceeded with the exercise that exposed the respondents to the cognitive burden of intermittent
computing. That is, we provided a short explanation on how to convert a Python code into one that can run
intermittently. This conversion is done by the process of task transformation, shown earlier in Figure 4, e.g., in the
same way as proposed by the state of the art runtimes for C language such as InK [102] or Alpaca [60]. Then the
participants were asked to find a bug in the Python code of simple “variable swap” function, which does not use an
extra temporary value, i.e., the code executed

a = a + b; b = a - b; a = a - b .

After this step, we presented three different task-transformed implementations of the original Python code of this
“variable swap” function. Two of these implementations were 50 lines long, while the third one was 52 lines long.
Exact code listing is provided in [96]. Among these three intermittently-executable program options two contained
a bug: one option had an incorrect task transition and the other option did not save the program state completely.
Respondents had to chose the bug-free version one from the three choices. After a choice was made respondents
were not allowed to change their answer.

7.1.3 Result. From all respondents 78.7% (292 out of 371 responses to this question) found the correct answer and
spent approximately five minutes on this task. This implies that the respondents were educated enough to answer
the core set of questions.

After the participants gave an answer to this exercise we then asked three core questions pertaining to the
simplicity of BFree Python. Answers could be provided in the five-level Likert scale. Questions and the results
are shown in Figure 17(b). Therein, we see that an overwhelming majority assessed that developing intermittent
programs using BFree Python is easier (and also faster) than using existing systems (i.e. manual transformation of
the code for intermittency protection) that lead to extensive cognitive burden. We consider this as a positive answer
to the research question RQ17.

7.2 BFree User Experience Study
We proceed with the second study aiming at answering RQ2, by asking a small set of students to experiment with a
real BFree platform (that runs a real battery-free application) and provide feedback on BFree’s use.

7.2.1 Participants. For the BFree user experience study we have selected nine participants—all university students
of either MSc or PhD level (details on this student cohort are given in the caption of Figure 18). The study
participants have self-assessed their technical capabilities at the end of the study by answering a set of questions.
Detailed result of this self-assessment is presented in Figure 18(a), with the raw data available in the BFree online
repository [96]. Analyzing the responses in Figure 18(a) we see that a group was diverse and none of the students
had any experience either with CircuitPython or with Adafruit Metro M0 board. This was a desired outcome, as
this way the participants were not biased in assessing CircuitPython and the Adafruit Metro M0 board. At the same
time all participants claimed to use a regular Python language and most study participants claimed to use another
popular hobbyist-grade embedded microcontroller platform—Arduino Uno. Participants of the study were found

7We recall that the task transformation is one of the core ways of preparing code for intermittency for advance embedded systems programmers,
see [60, 102].
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(a) Technical capabilities self-assessment of BFree user experience study participants

Ba�ery-free embedded MCUs programming
easier with Python than C/C++

BFree with Metro M0 board helps develop
ba�ery-free apps

Easy to develop ba�ery-less apps using
Python with BFree

Ba�ery-less temperature application
as valuable

Ba�eries used by embedded MCUs are
threat to the environment

Makers/hobbyists interested in building
ba�ery-free systems

1

1

1

1

2

2

5

5
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6
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6

3

3

3
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1

3

Strongly disagree Disagree Neither agree nor disagree Agree Strongly agree

(b) BFree usability questionnaire responses after 20 minute session of experimenting with battery-free temperature measurement app

Fig. 18. BFree user experience study results (with one female and eight male participant; two participants were 21 years old,
one participant–24 years old, two participants–25 years old, three participants—26 years old, and one participant—29 years
old). Figure (a) presents study participants technical capabilities self-assessment, while figure (b) presents answers to the
BFree usability questionnaire after hands-on session with a real battery-free application. A diverse group of participants,
having no practical experience with CircuitPython and Adafruit Metro M0 board, responded positively to BFree aiding in
developing battery-free applications. Note: number on each bar in both figures represent the number of responses to each
question.

via email announcements to student groups known to the authors of this paper. No direct professional connection
was present between the participants and the authors of this study.

7.2.2 Design and Execution of the Experiment. Each participant was invited to the room specifically prepared for
the BFree experience study, as not to influence the participant with the supervisor (or other people’s) presence. The
participant was asked to sit in front of a desktop PC, standing on a regular office table. This PC was connected
via an USB port to Adafruit Metro M0 board, to which BFree board was attached to. On the PC’s monitor a web
browser was opened that contained a short description of the experiment. The participant was asked to read this
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description first. This description was accompanied by the same short introduction to intermittent computing as
given to the participants of the language comparative study presented earlier, see Section 7.1. After reading the
description of the experiment, we explained the experiment to the participant again—this time in person—giving
each participant the opportunity to ask questions about the experiment process.

The explanation itself was performed as follows. The same PC located in a room had also a pre-loaded program
editor with prepared temperature measurement application written in CircuitPython (code of this program is
available in [96]). We asked each participant during the explanation to upload this code to the Adafruit Metro
M0 board and subsequently disconnect it from the USB port. Disconnection from the USB port effectively made
Adafruit Metro M0 board intermittently-powered by ambient indoor light. Additionally, a table on which the PC
and BFree board was located, was also equipped with a light bulb (to imitate strong light source) which participant
could turn on and off, controlling the rate of intermittent power supply. Participants were then asked to connect the
board back to the PC (making it again continuously powered) to read-out the temperature measurement, which
continued from the last moment the Metro M0 with BFree was powered (indicated on a terminal window with an
increasing counter).

After this explanation the participant was ready to perform an actual experiment. For this we asked each
participant to redo the process we demonstrated, asking first to modify (in any way the participant deemed
interesting) original code of the temperature measurement and then upload in to BFree. In other words we asked the
participant to simply “play” with the code and BFree (by increasing or decreasing light of the light bulb, covering
solar panels with hands, plugging USB cable in then reading the measurement and unplugging it again as many
times as possible, etc.). We then left the participant alone in the room. Each participant had about 20 minutes for
this task. After completing the experiment the participant was asked to answer a short questionnaire related to the
experience with BFree. The questionnaire was password-protected and the password was shared only after the
participant completed the experiment.

7.2.3 Result. Answers to closed and open questions provided after the completion of the experiment are provided
in Figure 18(b) and Table 4, respectively.

Based on the individual experience session with BFree majority of participants agreed that BFree helps to
develop battery-free applications, making a development of such application easy (see Figure 18(b)). Participants
found the environmental impact of batteries is existent and makers/hobbyists would be interested in using BFree.

At the end of the study participants also suggested a set of applications, deployment scenarios, listed strong
and weak points of BFree, as well as provided remarks on BFree they briefly experimented with. Succinct list of
answers is given in Table 4. These comments also point us to potential areas for future work.

Based on the above outcome we conclude that BFree is usable and useful, which positively answers research
question RQ2.

7.2.4 Limitations of BFree Experience Study. The experience study has limitations. The main one being the lack
of access to the real makers community that would provide matched and in-depth assessment of our developed
platform. Also, larger participants pool and longer time provided to the participants would result in more expressive
evaluation of BFree. Longer experience would also enable users to develop more sophisticated applications, gaining
more knowledge on the limitations of BFree. Finally, participants of this experience study were using the first
version of BFree, with many, still unresolved at that time, bugs. We note that the results provided in this paper
(Section 6) are based on the much newer version of BFree shied and BFree runtime.

Finally, we remark that this user experience study was executed in mid-February 2020. Since then we could not
redo the experience study with a new version of BFree due to COVID-19 restrictions regarding people’s presence at
our university. Simply, it was logistically hard to control flow of people in and out of the room where the experiment
was performed.
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Table 4. Selected responses to open questions regarding BFree usability made by participants of BFree user experience study.
Exact response text from participants were compressed to fit this table. For exact and complete set of answers the reader is
referred to [96].

Open question Responses

What apps would you
develop with BFree?

• Event counter powered by harvested energy
• Weather sensors/wildlife counters in non-populated regions
• Crypto-currency mining
• Aerospace (when power cuts out due to vibrations rocket state machines could

continue right where left off)

What apps would you
deploy with BFree?

• I would not use this to deploy a product: it feels too much ‘hobbyistic’
• Cheap wireless sensors everywhere to measure temperature, humidity, light,

motion

What are the strong
points about BFree?

• Easy to use, does not need complicated setup, easy to compile code
• No need to think about keeping state in your code
• If succeeded making it 100% seamless1 developers would not need to learn

anything to use battery-free feature

What are the weak
points about BFree?

• Unknown what the approximate power limitations are and how these combine
with different hardware

• Unclear which operations are safe and what are the risks if the power dies during
a task

• Harder to debug/test than a standard microcontroller
• Doubt about use cases: typically device would either run all the time or it would

not matter if it completely resets

Do you have any
remarks about BFree?

• Stress to audience how it is different from any solar-powered computer
• Better documentation on how to make sure power cuts are handled safely
• Have smaller form factor BFree boards
• People will be able to come up with cool applications for BFree

1 User reported an issue with device resetting when connected to USB port of a PC, which was corrected with the latest revision of BFree
board; refer to explanation in Section 7.2.4.

8 RELATED WORK
This paper merges two visions: the future of embedded computing —battery-free intermittent computing—and
sustainable and novice-oriented programming environments. This work, built on expert-oriented intermittent
computing systems, is the first interpreted runtime for intermittent computation, and the first such system targeting
novice and hobbyist developers.

Intermittent Computing: Devices like the WISP [86], computational RFID tags which harvest energy from
RFID reader transmissions, were the first attempts to enable battery-free, energy harvesting embedded computing.
Programming for these devices was incredibly difficult and inefficient, so runtime systems that instrumented C pro-
grams with checkpoints [58, 82] or transformed these programs into tasks [16, 35, 102] were created. Platforms that
leveraged these new runtime systems were developed to increase energy-efficiency and dependability of intermittent
computing applications [17, 31]. Tools that enabled deeper introspection into the energy environment [30] and
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brought command line debugging support [15] further enhanced the ability of experts to deploy battery-free systems.
None of these systems have addressed novice developers, focusing on performance and energy-efficiency. Even
platform such as Flicker [31] mentioned above, that proposes a modular hardware system (similar in spirit to BFree)
where individual hardware modules (energy harvesters, computation engine, wireless communication modules,
displays, sensors, etc.) can be mixed in various combinations to create an application-specific sensor, requires a
very good knowledge of embedded C programming. But more importantly Flicker has no dedicated runtime that
handles energy intermittency. Also, Flicker modules are not backward compatible with popular hobbyist-grade
microcontroller boards (such as in the case of BFree: Adafruit Metro M0) and does not have enough of memory to
store the complete BFree runtime.

Recent technology advances in non-volatile memory storage and ARM Cortex platforms [10] enable us to make
the first interpreted language for battery-free devices, and the first focused on enabling the novice instead of focusing
on performance as in previous approaches. Moreover, as the novice is not as concerned with minute optimizations
and performance, but mostly with getting something working, the overhead of our interpreted language approach
compared to the state-of-the-art is not detrimental.

Battery-free Applications: We can already list single purpose applications that eschew batteries designed by
experts such as wearable health [81], environmental monitoring [34], pervasive or wearable displays [20, 26],
wearable authentication and haptics [54], gesture recognition [53], rapidly prototype interactive objects [52, 88],
making Skype calls [91], enabling smart spaces [22], and others. This set of applications are enabled by the range
of energy available to harvest in various forms, gathering from sunlight, radio frequency transmissions, vibrations,
heat [73], human movement [101], and even microbial communities [21]. These applications show the potential for
our work, as all of these systems are research products made by experts, often combining advanced techniques
spanning computing, electrical engineering, and physics. We believe that BFree will enable these applications to be
developed by novices, and potentially ease the development process for experts.

Sensing Platforms: Platforms for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) research and deployment have been developed
over the past two decades [36], most notably with the TelosB [77] which was one of the most successful general
purpose sensing platforms, and Prometheus [39] the first energy harvesting sensor platform. Energy harvesting
WSNs [6] have began to dominate the sensor world because of decreased maintenance cost and longer deployment
lifetimes. Building on these works, synthetic sensors for general purpose embedded computing framed towards the
HCI space [47] were developed, along with other platforms meant to increase the applicability and generality of
sensors like Hamilton [42], and EcoMicro [49]. None of these platforms can run firmware in Python. Also, none of
these platforms can enable battery-free deployment, being built on the assumption that power is continuous and
reliable, even if constrained. BFree is specifically engineered to handle the various system difficulties when faced
with frequent power failures, enabling development of robust battery-free, untethered applications by novices.

Novice-Oriented Programming: Developing tools and systems to increase access and applicability of computing
to novices has a long history and inspires this work. Well known systems like Logo, Scratch, Processing, and
Arduino represent programming environments designed with a low learning curve and directed toward makers,
artists, designers, and inexperienced programmers. Platforms like Codeable Objects [37] extend programming
to the physical world. Bifröst [64], WiFröst [65] and Scanalog [89] help with debugging complex hardware
and software embedded systems. Python Tutor [27] and OmniCode [41] and similar work has sought to teach
Python programming to the novice with interactive execution. All of these systems focus on an area where novice
programmers are under-served, in this spirit, BFree opens up battery-free and energy harvesting programming to
the novice. We believe that interactive programming environments are an interest area of future research to help
novice programmers predict how their battery-free application will perform in the wild.
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Computing for Conservation and Sustainability: BFree is motivated by the growing ecological concerns asso-
ciated with climate change and planetary stewardship that has inspired significant work in computing, HCI, and
sustainability [43, 76]. Systems that are designed to encourage energy conservation are tangentially related to this
work [90]. For example, EnergyBugs [85] materialize the unseen energy into a tangible object. Persuasive dis-
plays [45], eco-feedback systems [24], and other battery-free systems are a response to the increasingly devastating
ecological impact of a battery-powered Internet of Things. Other work has advocated for sustainable, responsible
approaches to building the smart city [29] and more considered HCI in agriculture [56]. We view BFree as an
attempt to democratize mobile and wearable computing with an ecologically responsible view, building on the
intellectual underpinnings of work in sustainability. Computing with batteries has offered convenience, but has
constrained the design space of ubiquitous computing. As a tool, BFree devices offer ways to visualize energy,
show the power of responsible computing practice, and assist in novel computing applications.

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work is only the beginning, opening up the possibilities of battery-free devices, for everyone, everywhere. We
anticipate major research directions to be taken that will enhance the workflow and systems presented here, so that
novice developers can be a part of a sustainable future of ubiquitous computing.

A General Platform: Future work could allow the BFree shield to be used without Python, and instead with other
languages, both compiled, such as C and Rust, to those interpreted such as JavaScript, and even MakeCode [67]
block-based languages. This potential for a general platform that supports many languages is a future goal of BFree
such that any person, at any skill level and with any past programming experience can engage in battery-free,
energy harvesting prototyping and software development. However, enabling this is not trivial, as checkpointing
routines, instantiation mechanisms, and memory management would need to be re-evaluated per language. For
example, JavaScript has an even more flexible (often confusing) specification than Python, with more complex
bytecode. We leave this for future work.

Alternative Solutions: Potentially one could write a Python program that stored data right after it was generated,
and upon start would read that data and try to resume. In essence, this approach amounts to rolling a custom
intermittency solution, running into all the problems described earlier in this paper. Manually keeping progress is
not simple, as it is not known when a failure might happen, and in fact, a failure could happen before the Python
runtime even starts or a single line of user code is executed. Another alternative is making your program small
enough and simple enough that it will likely finish before the storage capacitor depletes. While this is possible, it is
not ideal, as one must first guess how much energy one has and how much energy a line of code costs, becoming
very constrained in what one can do. BFree allows makers to program just like they always do and not worry about
power failures and recovery.

Garbage Collection: The garbage collector in CircuitPython is a black box: during a startup, required fixed
size memory regions are allocated, and then the remaining memory is allocated for dynamic memory requested
by the Python application. Because of the black box nature of the algorithm used by the garbage collector it is
impossible to find the exact occupied memory regions. For this reason, we are forced in BFree to save all the
memory available to the garbage collector during the checkpoint procedure, even when most of it is not actually
used by the Python program. A future improvement would be to replace the current garbage collector with one that
causes less fragmentation, or adapt the current one to both: (i) expose the memory used by the Python application
and (ii) have an efficient compacting method which is called before each checkpoint to reduce the checkpoint size.

Performance: The performance of BFree, especially considering the speed of program resumption after restart,
requires further work. Also, we acknowledge that Python code hand-instrumented (but optimized) for intermittent
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operation might be faster than our non-optimized BFree implementation. This observation has been echoed by
some of the respondents of our survey, quote:

(...) programmers are pretty adamant of being able to control every inch of their code if they need
efficiency, and handwritten code will almost always be faster.

Nonetheless, the aim of BFree it to enable hobbyist or maker programmers, for which the speed of execution is of
secondary importance to the usability of the whole system and rapid prototyping ability. We hope to increase both
usability and performance to ease access to the battery-free computing domain.

Checkpoint Strategies: BFree provides multiple entry points and adjustable settings for creating checkpoint
strategies. This work has only explored the surface level of strategies with just-int-time, periodic, and hybrid
methods. In many cases and applications, none of these strategies would be ideal. Significant research space exists
to explore and understand checkpoint strategies for interpreted languages. Because an interpreted language has
access to the bytecode and other information from the program, that is not always available for bare-metal machine
code, more intelligent checkpointing could be envisioned. Moreover, with the larger memory space and compute
power of the ARM-based BFree system, more sophisticated checkpoint methods could be explored that take into
account history, trends, or even energy aware prediction. These methods are bound to increase the performance of
BFree and are a rich area to explore.

Platforms: Our BFree shield is the first proof-of-concept of what is possible with battery-free development for
hobbyists and makers. Further hardware extensions could include, emulators for energy harvesting (to test the
performance of the application), capacitor size adaptation shields (to test the code under different energy supply
reservoirs), or multi-sensor shields (to experiment with different battery-free applications without the need to buy
new sensors for each new experiment).

Applications: The success of battery-free intermittent systems solely depends on the richness of applications it
can execute. As the field matures, more and more interesting applications arise, from smart protective equipment,
to space satellites, to wearable devices that never need charging. That said, not all applications will immediately
benefit from BFree, and not all users are even aware of the potential applications or power that battery-free operation
gives. As one of the respondents of one of our studies (see Section 7) said:

The only application I can really think of (...) is long term execution (of) programs. Something like a
neural network or genetic algorithm which may run for 24+ hours. It seems kind of niche but I can see
the appeal.

Therefore, more work is needed to think what “killer” applications for battery-free hobbyist micro-controllers could
be, and more work is needed to encourage hobbyists to think beyond traditional boundaries of computing and
energy. We view this platform as an enabler for interaction research; such as that extending energy materially [75],
exploration of novel interactions that engage with energy, engineering persuasive exhibits or displays, and allowing
novel wearables. In the future we hope to see interesting and dynamic applications written and deployed with
BFree.

Tooling: Finally, a set of tools is needed, helping makers in experimenting with BFree. These tools have not been
a focus of this work. This includes, user interface enhancements (for code development, code optimization and
code debugging) and developer community code management system for BFree hardware and software, and energy
introspection.
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10 CONCLUSIONS
BFree allows makers and low skill hobbyists to develop computing and sensing platforms that not only run
perpetually on harvested ambient energy but also make them free from batteries and a tethered power supply—
thereby reducing the ecological and maintenance cost of traditional embedded systems. BFree’s core innovation
lies in developing the first power failure resilient runtime for an interpreted language (CircuitPython) that runs on
embedded systems. With BFree, novice programmers can develop CircuitPython applications that sense, compute,
learn, communicate, and much more—all without needing a battery or access to an electrical socket. BFree invisibly
handles the frequent power interrupts caused by scarce ambient energy and small energy reservoir so that the
programmer does not need to account for them. We evaluated BFree against a battery-powered CircuitPython
baseline and showed reasonable overhead of BFree. Our system was tested with actual users, confirming the
usability of BFree. Further, we open sourced the code and hardware of BFree as a resource to the community. With
BFree we open a new application area for makers and hobbyists, and new realms of possibilities as we build the
sustainable Internet-of-Things.
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